
 

ABSTRACT 

 
The Performance Analysis Distribution Channel  Route  Supporting by  

Geography Information System at PT. Coca Cola Indonesia Distribution  
Central Jakarta Area. 

 

  Sumardjo 

 
The purposes of this research  were: (1) to analyze the simulation model of Roadshow in 

rerouting the distribution channel using GIS technologies which has implemented by PT. CCDI 
Central Jakarta Region, (2) to analyze the building steps of rerouting the distribution channel 
by GIS technologies, (3) to analyze the performance of rerouting the distribution channel of PT. 
CCDI Central Jakarta Region before and after implementation of  GIS technologies, (4) to 
analyze the quality of  THIO components of Distribution Division in PT. CCDI Central Jakarta 
Region supporting by GIS for rerouting the distribution channel soft drink product, and (5) to 
give recommendations to the management how to improve the performance of distribution 
channel route in PT. CCDI Central Jakarta Area.  

The research was using by case – study method within two  months. The primary data 
were collected by interviewing top managers (4 persons) and low management (32 persons) 
based on the questioners. The secondary data were collected mostly from company document 
archives, journal, text books,  and internet sources. Data were processed using the validity test 
of data, the reliability of data, the rank Spearman’s correlation, descriptive analysis, and 
multiple regression. 

The result of this study showed that the correlation among the THIO components in 
relation to  GIS performance in rerouting distribution channel in PT. CCDI Central Jakarta 
Region, was only R-square = 30,8. The possible factors influenced the GIS performance in this 
case, were: the quality of hardware, software, and humanware. As for humanware, the lack of  
knowledge and skills in operating GIS technologies seemed to be the most critical factor which 
can only be solved by improving their skills and knowledge through series of training and 
education program. The simulation model of GIS for rerouting distribution channel in this 
study was using by X Map Objects by ESRI was showed to be ‘more effective’ to be adopted in 
PT. CCDI Central Jakarta Region than the roadshow software . The reports of implementation 
GIS for rerouting distribution channel by PT. Coca Cola Distribution Indonesia central Jakarta 
Area, has shows that increasing efficiency in cost distribution allocation. The GPS (Global 
Positioning System) could be the additional device for monitoring and controlling of the 
implementation of rerouting the distribution channel in Central Jakarta in terms of discipline of 
fields staffs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 




